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Introduction

Recent advances in laser technology[l], based on the chirped

pulse amplification technique, make intensities greater than 1018

W/c m2 available for experiments . At such intensities, electron
motion in the laser field is essentially relativistic and the physics of
the laser-plasma interaction is very different from the well studied
case of more moderate intensities.

In the present paper, we discuss light self-focusing in
underdense (n<nc) plasmas. It was shown many years ago [2] that in
the weakly relativistic regime, steady-state self-focusing is similar to
self-focusing in a Kerr medium; the focusing is described by a
Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation (NSE). For the beam power P greater
than a critical power PC,=l6 nc/n GW, nonlinear self-focusing

overcomes diffractive spreading and the beam is focused into a field
singularity. More exactly, this behavior is followed up to the
breaking of the paraxial approximation. Strong radiation scattering
takes place after the focus.

If the initial beam power P is well above PC,, the laser beam
first breaks into filaments with power P about Per, each of which
then undergoes catastrophic self-focusing.

Recent work [3-7], demonstrates that self-focusing changes
qualitatively for very intense beams. In this case, the laser field
becomes so strong that the ponderomotive force evacuates electrons
from macroscopic regions (electron cavitation). Stable channeling can
take place inside the resultant empty cavity since further focusing
cannot take place.
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Understanding self-focusing is very important for realization of
the “Fast igniter “ project. [8] In this ICF scheme, a powerful ultra
short pulse produces a burst of energetic electrons to ignite an
already compressed ICF target. Self-focusing and the subsequent
anomalous scattering in the underden se plasma reduce fast electron
generation efficiency. But radiation channeling can be very profitable
for the “Fast igniter “ scheme. From the above arguments one can see
that filamentation or channeling of radiation is determined not only
by the beam power, but also by focusing conditions, density profile
etc. The importance of propagation modeling for understanding is
indicated by recent experiments [9,10], in which similar experimental
parameters resulted in radiation filamentation [9] or stable
channeling [10].

Previous propagation studies must be advanced in two
directions to be more reliable. First, as we will show, previously used
descriptions of cavitation lead to non conservation of charge.
Modification of the cavitation description and a comparison of our
approach with previous results is presented in the first part of this
paper. All previous studies treated the plasma ions as immovable.
The exception was PIC simulations where simulation times were so
short that ion dynamics was not important. We will show that ion
motion is important even for picosecond pulse durations and a
description of relativistic self-focusing including ion
presented in second part of the paper. In particular,
demonstrate the formation of empty ,wide channels
plasma in the wake of the laser pulse.

In the conclusion, we discuss the applicability

dynamics will be
we will
in underdense

of our results to
real situations and possible consequences for the “Fast igniter”
project

1. Cavitation and relativistic channeling

Propagation of ultra-intense radiation in plasma involves a
number of highly nonlinear phenomena characterized by different
spatial and temporal scales e.g. the scale of charge separation, laser
wavelength, transverse beam size, and longitudinal plasma scale.
Also. the self-focusing of light in Kerr media is very different in 2D
and 3D models so reliable modeling should be three dimensional.. As
a result, even the best PIC simulation is limited, in practice, by short
simulation times and small plasma volumes which don’t match the
experimental conditions [11 ]. On the other hand, the disparate sizes
of parameters
Starting from
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allows a simplified ,average description [12,13].
the full coupled system of relativistic hydrodynamics



for the electron and ion motions and Maxwell’s equations, simplified
equations for the envelope, averaged over rapidly varying phases,
can be derived. . When the pulse duration is larger than c/co,,

further simplification which disregards charge separation in the
direction of propagation is possible. Such a model does not include
wake field generation, or Raman scattering-effects important for
Laser acceleration studies. But for propagation in a plasma with
density not very different from critical the approximation is good
even for pulses with duration of a few tens of femtoseconds. We will
show that in the process of self-focusing, small scale modulations of
the pulse can arise. But the large variation in pulse durations (0.5
psec and up) used in modern experiments with powerful lasers
allows reliable description even of pulse splitting.

in this approximation, the steady
in the comoving system of reference is
equation {3-7]

()2iaz-+ALa+ l–~ a=O
Y

state relativistic self-focusing
described by the paraxial

(1)

Here a-is the envelope of the vector potential normalized as a=

r
Iaf

eA/mc2, y= l+— transverse coordinates are normalized by c/ OP,,
2’

and z by ~>> ~. The electron density n in (1) is given by
P

n=l+ALy (2)

At high intensity, the ponderomotive force can overcome the
electric field produced by charge separation in a macroscopic region
and the density described by (2) drops down to zero and even can
have nonphysical, negative values. To eliminate nonphysical negative
density, it was suggested in ref [3] to set the electron density equal
to zero inside the cavitation zone:

n=O if l+ ALy<O (3)

Such a model was used in the several investigations [3-7].
.Unfortunately, this model has a difficulty which makes quantitative
results unreliable. To demonstrate the problem consider a powerful
beam propagating in plasma, with ponderomotive forces evacuating
electrons up to a radius R. At r=R we must have 1+ A1y=O. Together
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with the requirement of laser field decay at large
power P, Eq (1) with these condition completely
consistent beam channeling[6]. Now consider the
conservation

j(?z-l)dv=o

r, and fixed beam
determines the self-
condition of charge

(4)

This condition makes our equation over determined and
solutions with cavitation obtained in [3-6] have, generally speaking,
non-zero charge. In Fig.(1), we plot the net charge of the steady-
state solution of Eq( 1) vs the power of the channeling beam. We see
that charge non conservation starts just after the appearance of and
increases with increasing channeling power. The total charge is
negative.

The above inconsistency will be removed by the introduction of
surface charge on- the cavitation boundary which makes Eq (1)
consistent with both the boundary conditions and the additional
condition (4).. A more natural way to solve the problem is to take
into account the finite plasma temperature. In this case, instead of
Eq(2) one can derive the equation

n=l+A1(y+alnn); cz=
T

—<<1 (5)
mcz

Eq (5) has a simple physical meaning. The displacement of
electron density produces the electrostatic potential 0, according
the relation AIO = 1- n. Hence , Eq (5) describes a Boltzmanian
electron distribution in joint electrostatic. and ponderomotive
potential. It is clear that in this case the electron density in the
region of laser field localization can be extremely small, but
nevertheless nonzero and we will have no singularities in the
solution.

Figs.(2) and (3) compare the evolution of initially Gaussian

to

beams propagated in plasma as described by the cavitation model
and by the system Eqs(l ) and (5). Fig.(2) compares the laser field
amplitude, and Fig.(3) the electron density distribution. One can see
that while being qualitatively similar, the solutions are very
different quantitatively. Our charge conserving solution is smoother,
and the channel is wider.. One sees that the regular solution does not
exhibit the high spikes of laser intensity typical of the cavitation
model simulation [5].

Eqs (1), (5) can be written in Hamiltonian form



(6)

with the Hamiltonian

H= f[lV1a~ -laf+2(~-1)-(n-l)A~ (n-l) +2a(nInn-n+l)]fl (7)

C$H
with additional constraint ~=0, equivalent to Eq. (5). The

Hamiltonian structure means that besides the power P= ~l~2dv, Eqs

(l), (5) also conserve a Hamiltonian Eq(7). Here, we have another
difference from the cavitation model. Outside the cavitation zone, the
equations still have Hamiltonian structure . H is given by (7) with
a=O.

The equations are also Hamiltonian inside the cavity, but due to the
surface effect, the Hamiltonian isn’t conserved within the cavitation
model. The evolution of theHamiltonian is presented in Fig. (4). The
jumps in H values are directly correlated with cavitation appearance.

Hamiltonian (7) was conserved with high accuracy during the
evaluation of (1),(5)

Consider steady state solutions of Eq(l ). Similar to steady state
solutions for the NSE, they realize extremums of H for fixed values of
P. (see e.g. the review [1 l]). It was shown in [15] that for a=O, H is
bounded from below for fixed values of P . Small thermal corrections
don’t change this result. The boundedness of H means
solution corresponding to minimum H for a fixed P is
according to the Lyapunov theorem[ 14]. “

It appears, at first, impossible to arrive at this
from general initial conditions. The initial value of the
different from the H value for the ste~dy state solution

that the
stable,

stable solution
Hamiltonian is
and H is a

conserved quantity. However, this difference can be removed by
radiation out of the channel. It means the efficiency of trapping in
the channeling regime can be sensitive to focusing conditions,plasma
density etc.

We demonstrated that an adequate description of
cavitation doesn’ t qualitatively change the results of previous
studies. Stable channeling of intense laser radiation through
underdense plasma is possible if the laser beam is powerfull enough
and tightly focused. But channel width, axial intensity, and
distribution smoothness differ quantitatively from previous
publications.
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2. Relativistic propagation,

It seems natural to disregard ion
short pulse propagation. But we show

including ion dynamics

motion in studies of ultra-
below that ion motion

becomes essential even for pulses of picosecond duration. Two effects
are important. First, self-focusing creates very narrow channels so
even small ion displacement effects light propagation. The
ponderomotive pressure is so” strong that ions acquire high velocity
during the pulse. Also, ions kicked out during the pulse, continue to
move after the pulse termination. The resulting empty channel in
the plasma is important for the “Fast Igniter” project. The later effect
means that the assumption of steady state propagation must be
given up to include ion dynamics. In comparison with the previous
studies we must describe a 3D problem, with z,t and r variables. But
because we describe longer pulses, the ions have time to follow the
electrons and the charge separation effects discussed above are not
important. Instead of Eqs( 1), (2) the following set of equations must
be solved

where k is the laser wavenumber in plasma units, M = mi /(m~), and u
is the ion velocity in units of c. The neglect of thermal effects can be
justified by the observation that the preformed plasma is expected to
have a temperature of at most a few keV, and collision times long
compared to the pulse duration. Thus the thermal pressure will be
negligible compared to the ponderomotive pressure, and the laser
energy will be deposited in the plasma in the form of fluid motion
rather than heating.

Before discussing the simulation results, it is instructive to
make some rough estimates. In conventional units the transverse
ion acceleration is al = – ITIC2 v~aL~/(4hf~),S0 CtL~IIIC2 ltiL12/(4My W),

where w is the beam radius. Consequently the transverse velocity
after a time t is approximately ~@= mc2~IaL~ 1 (4 M Yw ) The time
required for expulsion of the ions (~cav) IS defined by ~~Cav)~Cav= w so

.

c Zmv = 2 W= w / I aLl, and the velocity at this time is
vCaV=claL1/(2 f_). For the intensity range

1019W/cm221 21017 W/cm2 , one finds 2 ps < ~cav<20 ps and



10-2> vcav/c > 10-3. The cavity will continue to expand for some time
after the pulse has passed. We estimate the final cavity radius by
equating the energy deposited by the pulse to the PdV work done in
creating a cavity of radius R in a fluid with temperature T, with the
result .R/w =4 m C2/ (8 kBT) IaLI Then a=o( 1) yields R>>w , i.e., the
cavity radius will be larger than the spot size of the beam. After the
pulse has passed, the cavity will collapse in the time Tclp=R/vth ,

where VtII= ~. For the values considered below, .TclP~= 1P ps By
contrast, the electrons-only cavity, which requires a charge
separation between electrons and ions, will collapse as the pulse is
passing. The energy stored in the electrons is thereby returned to
the field which experiences no loss during propagation. In the case
of complete cavitation, the rate of energy loss from the pulse is
estimated by equating the difference in intensity at two planes,
separated by Az , to the rate of energy deposition in the cylindrical
volume defined by the planes. This yields dIL/ dz = - ni(M v~,v/ 2)/ ~=,
where the escape time is Zw = w / vC~v. In terms of IaLI this equation

becomes {aLl-2dlaL12/dz=–
r

(1 /~)(laL1/y32) , where ~=8~ ~w , and
ni m

nm is the critical density for the laser frequency. Thus the absorption
length is L,b, = ~c LO/ IaL1. We compare Labs to LR, the characteristic
diffraction length for transverse modulations on the scale of the

plasma wavelength, which is defined by LR =kkp-2 =ncr/nkp. The

result is L&/LR = 8 tmkp w #~/1 aLl29.12 M~kp w >>1, i.e., the
pulse can propagate for many diffraction lengths before suffering
significant loss.

The propagation equation is solved- by a spectral method for
paraxial propagation [16]. The momentum-balance equation is
approximated by a finite-difference scheme using upwind
differencing, and the continuity equation (is treated by integrating it
over concentric spherical shells surrounding the radial grid points,
with fluxes defined by the same upwind scheme. In the results
presented below we impose cylindrical symmetry and use the

incident laser field aL= au ex~– rz / (2 WZ)]ex~– T2 / (2 Pp)lThelaser

wavelength, spot size and pulse duration are respectively ,
2.= 1.06pm.w= 7pm and Tp = 60 psec in all cases.

For the lowest intensity, 1=101 7W/cm2 , strong self focusing
effects can be seen in Fig. 5., which shows the temporal profile of the
laser intensity on axis for three values of the propagation depth. The
temporal modulation, which is similar to results obtained in
calculations for Kerr media [17], is a consequence of the variation in
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self focusing lengths during the pulse. There are also important
differences from the case of Kerr media; in particular the formation
of the channel prevents truly singular self focusing. The severe
pulse distortion shown in Fig. 5. does not prevent the formation of a
cavity. This is seen in Fig.6 which shows the ion density as a
function of radius, r, at various times, ~= t – ~c , for the same ‘
propagation depths. The time required for the formation of the
cavity and the cavity radius agree with the estimates, and the shock
front forming the wall of the cavity at each time is clearly evident.
The plots in Fig. 6. show that the increased intensity due to self
focusing causes more rapid cavity formation as the pulse propagates,
but the cavity radius at a given time t may be decrease somewhat
during propagation, as seen by comparison of the plots for z = 30 and
60 mm.

At the highest intensity, 1=1019 W/cm 2, the destructive effects
of self focusing are Iargel y suppressed, as seen in Fig. 7.. The
temporal modulation of the pulse increases with propagation depth,
but it is now confined to the leading edge where the intensity is low.
In this case self focusing is self limiting, since the increase in the
intensity at the leading edge drives rapid cavity formation so that
the following part of the pulse effectively propagates in a vacuum
and experiences no self focusing. This is an improvement over the
low intensity behavior, but the pulse shape will eventually be
degraded at any intensity. The fraction of the pulse experiencing
modulation increases by roughly 2$Z0for each 10 mm of propagation
length, so even the high intensity pulse will be severely deformed
after propagating several hundred microns. Cavity formation is
similar to the low intensity case, but occurs more quickly, in line
with the estimates.

These simulations show that intense laser pulses propagating in
an underdense plasma will produce completely evacuated and long-
lived channels. The longitudinal profile of the pulse is distorted by
self focusing, but at higher intensities the rapid formation of the
cavity tends to suppress this effect. Our results support a fast igniter
concept in which an intense pulse of a few ps duration creates an
evacuated channel which will persist for time about 100 psec.. The
heating pulse can then propagate in the channel without loss or
distortion. In a subsequent publication we will present a more
detailed account including applications to non-Gaussian beam shapes.

Discussion



Pulses with power much greater than the critical power for self
focusing Pcr can form stable channels through underdense plasma.
But the beam power is not the only parameter characterizing
propagation. A defocused or weakly focused beam can undergo
filamentation during propagation through very underdense plasma.

If the pulse duration exceeds a few picosecond, total plasma
evacuation and creation of a wide empty channel, suitable for
transportation of the short heating pulse in the ‘Fast Igniter” scheme
takes place. If the pulse is long and intense, most of the pulse is
transported to the critical surface and can be used to bore into the
overdense plasma. Further optimization of the energy distribution
between the channeling and heated pulses can be done with
consideration of the processes in overdense plasma

Work at LLNL was performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405 -Eng-48
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Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Figure 3:
Figure 4:

Figure. 5:

Figure 6:.

Figure 7

Figure Captions

Total charge Q=~(1-n)dV of steady-state solution (1) with
standard cavitation description (3) vs trapped power.
Charge non conservation starts just after cavitation
appearance and grow up with increase of channeling
power. Total charge is negative. Dotted line -cavitation
radius
Evolution of the amplitude a(r,z) of the vector potential
for the pulse with power P/Per= 118.5 and the initial
distribution a(z=O,r)= 12exp[-(r/3 .5)2] a-cavitation
model, b-regular description (5)
Electron density evolution for the same case.
Hamiltonian evolution. The jumps of Hamiltonian
coinsides with cavitation appearance
Normalized laser intensity on axis, vs.t , at z = 30 , 60 ,
and 90 mm, for an incident pulse with I = 1017W 1cmz and
a temporal profile shown by the dashed curve. The
normalization intensity, corresponds to al. = 1

Snapshots of the normalized ion density, , vs. r (mm) at
several values of t for z =0, 30, 60, and 90 mm, for the
same case as Fig. 5. The horizontal dashed line
represents the initial density, and the number next to
each’ curve gives the snapshot time in ps.

Normalized laser intensity on axis, vs. t , for an
incident pulse with I = 1019W / cmz . Other parameters as
in Fig. 5.
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